
Area 48 Spring Assembly	 	 May 16, 2021


Area Chair Tammie opened meeting on Zoom at 9:30 a.m. 40 people in attendance. (Increased 
later in morning to 52.)

Meeting opened with moment of silence and then Serenity Prayer.


Tammie reviewed logistics of meeting and voting procedures on Proposals to be voted on 
today. All persons including nonvoting members can comment on proposals. Two minute limit 
for sharing, will be timed. 


Secretary’s report — Louise

Motion to waive reading of Minutes made, seconded and passed. 

Motion to accept minutes from April made, seconded and passed. 


Treasurer’s report — Linda

Motion made, seconded and passed to approve Treasurer’s report.


Conference report back from Delegate Tad, Panel 70:


71st General Service Conference — 2021: AA in a Time of Change

April 18-24, 2021, held online for second year.

Voting was done by anonymous polling. 

Pre-conference was busy. Tad’s committee, Literature, met several times. There were 110 
agenda items, a new record. Huge quantity of background materials. Tad spent 30 hours prior 
to the actual conference; this seems to be the norm that pre-conference committee meetings 
with continue even once conference is back in person. Expect to do so next year.

Full time for conference this year, same as in person. 

Chair rotated.

No banquets, book signing, meals together, hugs, handshakes, hallway talks.

Pluses: can take walks, play with dog, sleep in own bed, no suit needed, see people’s faces 
when sharing rather than backs of heads. 

There were pre-recorded reports from board chairs — General Service, AAWS and AAGV 
Board. This format will probably continue.

Daily Happenings: hospitality/fellowship in a.m., then AA meeting. Good start to day.

110 agenda items. 47 committee recommendations — like idea, not ready to take action — ask 
trustee committee to keep moving forward; 49 advisory actions — becomes something that is 
passed from agenda items. 6 floor actions. 

Time spent: work close to 70 hours in 8 days. Was intense though time moved fast. 

Self-support set record — $10.26 million. Reduced cost of services. Self-support covered 95% 
of cost of services. Publishing income way down. Grapevine subscriptions dropped a bit 
though online increased. Grapevine lost money. La Vina decreased by 36%.

Total revenues down, operating expenses down. Contributions decreased from 2020. 

Tad presented 2020 financial highlights. 

Group contributions decreased. Individual contributions increased dramatically from 2019. $4.3 
million up from $1.9 million. To Tad this says that whenever fellowship has financial troubles — 
here GSO— fellowship steps up. We stepped up in a big way in 2020. Online contributions 
increased dramatically from prior years. 

Big Book sales decreased greatly in 2020, as did literature generally.

Reserve fund had $4 million withdrawal in 2020. Needed because of lack of cash on hand and 
lower literature sales. Fixed expenses of GSO include pension, office expense, some long-term 
projects in the works halted and then continued such as 8th floor work. 

Reserve fund is for operating shortfalls, capital projects, pensions, retirement.




GSO cut costs. Increase in 7th Tradition support, continue to let people know GSO needs 
contributions, though not panicked as long as contributions continue.

Services provided by GSO: free grapevine subscriptions, inmate correspondence, one General 
Service conference. Unlike prior years, literature sales were less than individual contributions. 

Prudent reserve served its function and is still in good shape. 


Next year conference theme: AA Comes of Age 2.0: Unified in Love and Service


Advisory actions/recommendations of committees at Conference:

Archives — no recommendations

CPC — works on LinkedIn page, CPC pamphlet, updated pamphlet Members of Clergy and 
retitled “Faith Leaders Act about AA. More accepting.

Willingness of body to embrace change.

Corrections: “Inmates” to be replaced with “persons in custody.”

Finance: Pie charts — word “sample” will be added to clarify that it is just a suggestion. 

Grapevine: set up Instagram account, to go to 2022 Conference for review.

Literature: Fifth edition of Big Book to be developed including updating stories; progress report 
to be brought back to 2022 Conference committee on Literature. Actions not binding on next 
conference. 5th Edition to include a new forward, updated preface and expand Appendices III 
and V.

Revise p 117 in 12&12: replace “opposite sex” with “partner”

12&12, Step 6: Sentence that includes "lustful enough to rape” — change to “No one wants to 
commit the deadly sins of anger, lust or gluttony.”

Pamphlet on AA for the Black and African-American Alcoholic —to be updated since 20+ years 
old. 

Twelve Traditions Illustrated pamphlet not to be retired. Update to be titled: “Experience has 
Taught Us: Our Twelve Traditions Illustrated.”

12&12: Traditions long form to be included in chapter at end, and kept at back of book. 

Frequently asked questions about AA pamphlet — change “…including coffee, sandwiches, 
etc” to be changed to “expenses.”

Questions and Answers on Sponsorship — same sex sponsor suggestion removed. Revised to 
refer to avoiding romantic entanglement.

Draft pamphlet for Spanish-speaking women approved.

To draft 4th Edition in plain and simple language to be accessible. Contentious but decided to 
draft this to be brought back. 4th edition in case 5th edition is not approved. 

Converting pamphlets to video approved.

Recommendations include equitable distribution of workload between committees because 
some committees are overloaded. 

Online groups: can register with GSO and get ID #. Can be listed in their preferred district. 
Recommended to form committee to explore future participation of online groups. Recognize 
that online groups are here to stay.

Public information: Two video PSAs with full-face actors approved; to go to post-production. 
Feasibility study to put PSAs on streaming services, e.g., Netflix, Hulu since people are moving 
away from broadcast and even cable TV. 

Podcasts to be produced and distributed in joint effort between GSO and Grapevine office. 

Revise pamphlet on speaking at non-AA meetings to recognize diversity in public audiences. 

Flyer “A message to teenagers” to be updated. Paper flyers should instead be virtual to reach 
younger folks.

AA Directories — Canada, Eastern US and Western US — to be discontinued. Frequently out 
of date. WIth meeting app it seemed to be waste of money.

AA Service Manual — manuscript of new version approved unanimously at Conference. To be 
out in August or September. It is in readable format.  
Revision to purpose statement in Conference charter to include Twelve Concepts.
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Treatment and accessibilities recommended audio interviews with AA members in armed 
forces to be released.

Trustees slate was approved. Slate of officers of General Service Board was approved. Slate of 
directors of World Services was approved. Directors of AA Grapevine board approved. 


Items not covered under advisory actions get sent back and most will come back to next year’s 
conference. Items where no action was taken get taken off the table.


Floor actions:

AA Preamble change — remove “fellowship of men and women.” Change “men and women” 
to “people.”

Pamphlet AA for the Native North American — update to include language that is respectful 
and inclusive.

Recommendation to General Service Board — replace “men and women” with “people.”

All recommendations go to General Service Board after Conference. 


Final Agenda to be posted on Area website, including committee considerations, financial 
slides, and this presentation, after protecting anonymity.


Tad is willing to come to district meetings to present and answer questions. Also available via 
email hmbdelegate@aahmbny.org


Tad related his experience at Conference  — feeling of accomplishment, humility, pride. It was 
outstanding experience. Had mixed feelings about doing virtually rather than in-person. Staff at 
GSO and tech people did amazing job. Expressed gratitude for privilege to serve as delegate.


Questions for Tad:

Gender neutral discussion. Big Book plain and simple version — direction to include gender 
neutrality along with Christian references. 

Revamped technology at GSO — old vendor was not good fit with AA so vendor payments 
were over budget.

Change to allow online groups to get an ID number: As Tad understands it, groups have choice 
between being put with International correspondent (not part of service structure) or joining 
district. So online groups can participate in service structure. 

Plain language Big Book — to be gender neutral and get rid of overtly Christian tones? Why 
not in 12&12 — deadly sins? Conference recommendations: 4 to 5-year process. Approved 3 
new Big Books — 5th edition, 4th edition Spanish, and plain and simple language versions. 

Plain and simple language version to address these considerations; just a start. Looking to hire 
outside firm and will return to Trustees and Conference Committee conferences.  
Conference seemed ready to make changes!

Guidelines on virtual groups on how to be a group within AA? Just that have to have a contact? 
Physical address can be contact person. Approaching cautiously but moving toward change. 
Logistics are still being figured out. 

Group ID vs Group number? What is the difference? Assigned by Group Services at GSO. 
Group numbers will disappear once every group that has been assigned an ID number. 
Currently both work. 

Timing on system for upgrading records of groups — working on now and is functional and 
accessible. GSO is trying to implement way to handle bulk uploads to export Air Table and 
other Areas’ platform to input to GSO. Not expecting Area recordkeepers to implement 
manually. Hopefully within 6 months.

Sharing imbalanced workload at conference — Agenda items that may have broader 
implications that transcend a committee. Consideration how to to consider items by more than 
one committee? Discussion is ongoing because there are such broad items. Historically 
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committee process has worked well for conference. Question of where to assign items. Tad 
does not know where that will go; discussion will continue. 


Tammie welcomed persons attending Area meeting for first time. Asked GSRs to show 
themselves; 1/3 of attendance is GSRs. Tammie thanked GSRs for attending.


Budget presentation — Kate, chair of finance committee:

Kate demonstrated where budget Draft 2022 Budget is posted on Area website.

Motion to waive reading of budget, second and passed. 

Minority opinion on reading budget: expect big change this year and many will not read on 
their own.

Vote whether to revote. Vote against reconsideration. 

Tammie encouraged people to ask Kate and finance committee members if there are any 
questions. 


Meeting recessed for lunch at 11:36 am.


Meeting resumed at 12:05 pm. Meeting attendance increased to 74 persons.

Tammie reviewed functioning of Zoom, people serving functions relating to Zoom operations, 
and how to participate in discussion and voting; eligibility for voting and voting procedures. 


Proposal # 1 — Service Manual Update 

Presented by Bill W, Chair of Ad Hoc Service Manual Committee

Purpose: to standardize and simplify manual — contradictions, and add in requested changes

E.g., instead of 3-5 years sobriety, change to 3 or more

Removed all HMB references in anticipation of changing name of Area.

Removed hyperlinks because they change often.

Looked for times appointed vs elected. 

Two substantive changes:

(1) Alternate secretary/Registrar title changed to Registrar/Alt secretary

(2) 7.7 added — how to cancel or add meeting online 

Comment in opposition to proposed changes. Previous discussion regarding 3-month time 
frame for proposals. Left in and/or to allow for online postings within three months. This is a 
policy change. 

Comment in opposition: Difficult to read. Pdf on website is to make easy to reference literature. 
Majority of websites are correct. Literature names have changed; this exceeded scope of 
grammar change. 

Question: Is there a place where removed portions are archived? No. 

Comment: Task focused on ministerial changes; suggest deleting history of changes is more 
than ministerial. History should stay and not be removed. Exceeds scope of assignment. 
Perhaps wait until General Service manual is updated which may guide Area service manual.

Comment: Perhaps ad hoc committee can look at old newsletters to determine what policies 
were dropped inadvertently and put into new service manual. 

Comment in support: Changes were made to make it easier.

Question whether we could approve changes and then have committee add history. 

Comment: post history on website, Allows for service manual to be up to date.

Comment: Service manual changes policy in at least one area.

Vote: 53 in favor; 5 opposed; 5 abstentions

Proposal passed.
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Heard from minority: Changes Area policy decision without full consideration; should include 
history or mention of history. Committee exceeded scope of task of grammatical changes and 
changed policy. 

Vote on question of whether to reconsider vote. Majority against reconsideration. 

Proposal has passed.


Tammie — is open to setting up ad hoc committee on preserving history.


Proposal #2 — District 20 
Gretchen, of ad hoc committee, presented.

Open accessibility of virtual district for those who choose to join it without physical location. 
Makes service participation possible. 

Question: Can groups outside of our geographic area join or join a second area? Response: 
Corresponds with GSO change in records to avoid multiple area memberships. 

Comment: In favor of virtual district as long as GSR or contact person for meeting lives in Area 
48. Response: Sometimes people cross borders, e.g., state borders, to attend meetings.

Comment: We rely on honor system and do not police people doing service in more than one 
area, group, etc.

Comment in favor: Helps push GSO. 

Friendly Amendment proposed: Restrict District 20 groups to those in which contact person or 
GSR resides within Area 48. 


Corrections Chair Carl announced: Come to Corrections workshops, to include DOCCS and 
county jail. 

NYSIW — needs input for some chairs for contact.


Committee determines to reject friendly amendment. Too restrictive — someone can be GSR 
of a group within this Area but live outside our Area. We as Area want to provide services for 
these people and allow for service participation. Seems unlikely anyone would come in to 
disrupt. Keep it open for those persons who are acquainted with the Area to participate and 
belong. Be inclusive, not exclusive.


Comment: Why not allow groups to choose their district. Keep it simple; do not add a new 
district. Response: Accessibility; not everyone can show up to a meeting such as person who 
loses drivers license. 

Question: Would it limit group? Would groups be forced to choose district 20 or geographic 
group? Response: Group retains that option of which to join; also up to district to accept them. 
Provides an additional option, keeping in mind accessibilities. 

Comment: Experience with people choosing district technically out of their district because it’s 
easier and closer. We don’t police where people do service; we leave it up to individuals. 

Question: Why create an entirely separate district when most districts are accepting virtual 
groups? If new virtual group, how is it anchored to our Area? Response: accessibilities; no 
location tie is part of proposal. No group is required to join District 20; it is an option. 

Comment: Area is here to serve districts and districts are here to serve groups. If groups want 
to form online district we should help them, not look to stop them. Groups set agenda, not the 
Area. Favors proposal because it helps groups become part of Area.

Question: Are districts not accepting virtual groups? When return to normalcy is plan for 
hybrid? Some groups said districts were not accepting them; this proposal gives group 
options. 


Question was called. Seconded. 

Vote on whether to vote or continue debate. Vote in favor of calling the question.

Vote on whether to add District 20:  53 in favor, 17 opposed, 0 abstentions. Proposal passes.
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Minority opinion: District 20 would have to have a district meeting; overcomplicates the 
process. Has not heard that any district opposes allowing in a virtual district. 

No re-vote.


Propsal # 3 — Change Area name from HMB to NENY (Northeast NY) 
Deb presented on behalf of Ad Hoc committee:

Request came from Berkshires Area 31 to change our name to remove confusion. GSO ready 
to implement change if made.

Looked at background — HMB Area had included Berkshires, District 6, which we no longer 
use/have. Was easier for those persons to travel to Area 48. Second request; 10 years ago no 
action was taken by Area 48. 

Will necessitate filing new name. HMB Area Association name has been submitted to IRS. 

Submission to NYS filing fee. Submission to IRS. 

Website : Committee looked at domain name NENY is taken

NENYAA.org

Financial implications: Filing fee with NYS; nothing for IRS; replace checks, new web domain 
site.

Districts would have to change their names.


Discussion:

Personally fits with living amends: if someone asks twice and causes them harm; name would 
be in sync with NENYYP (Young people) 

Favors proposal — most Areas identify as area of State. Specific geographic identifier is more 
easier understood by others. And helps as we are in virtual world more. A couple areas are 
named after a big city. 

HMB does not fit within other NY Areas’ way they are named.

Fourth Tradition — concerns welfare of neighboring group. We have been asked multiple times 
to remove Berkshire from our name; we have no Berkshire groups currently in our Area.

HMB name was confusing when person did service in Berkshires. 

Favor proposal: Issue came up in past; leadership cannot get ahead of the body. In past 
consideration, Area rejected. Attitudes have changed over time. 


Question is called. 

Additional comment: Keep Hudson Mohawk in website 

Vote on proposal:  67 in favor; 4 opposed; 2 abstentions. Proposal passes.


Proposal # 4 — Online Proposal 
Kate presented

Prototype developed and tested; proposal is that it be accepted. Initial service provider 
proposed to be PayPal.

Would include link on website; update service manual to include reference to online 
contributions to include additional responsibilities relating to online contributions. And update 
website person’s responsibilities to reflect this.

This was proposed in 2019, then resurrected last summer to build prototype with Jotform. No 
additional fee because Area already uses this. Pay Pal selected based on cost, other Areas’ 
experiences, including with PayPal. Reduced PayPal expense as we are nonprofit. 

Added districts in addition to individuals and groups’ ability to contribute online. 

Comment: PayPal is simple to use; a good choice.

Comment: Added to District website and has been a success. Useful to solicit contributions for 
people who do not attend meetings in person.

Comment: PayPal is transitioning into Venmo; concerned about cost. Response: Venmo is for 
personal use; can’t be used by organizations. 
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Comment: First came up in Area 2-3 years ago; since then GSO has been taking online 
contributions as have other Areas; events like NERAASA are taking online contributions. Long 
past time to debate; can tweak if needed in future.

Comment: Venmo is more limited than PayPal; pluses for PayPal as an organization using it.

Comment: District 8 has been doing online contributions for many years. Debit and credit cards 
take percentage. We are way behind on this and we should get going on this.

Comment: Area decided on this in past; favors proposal. Online contributions to GSO have 
increased greatly.

Question called and seconded. 

Vote on calling the question: 54 for; 4 against

Vote on Proposal: 69 for; 0 against; 2 abstentions. Proposal passes.


 
Proposal # 5 — Prudent Reserve 
Bill W. presented for Finance Committee

Last October committee made similar proposal; sent back to reflect 3 years of expenses.

Current proposal to change Area formula based on actual expenses spent in past three years. 

Largest expenses occur in first quarter: $14,000 to over $22,000, which is 44% of annual 
expenses. Prudent reserve is that which allows us to meet expenses of three months, 
specifically first 3 months of year.

Beginning in 2022, prudent reserve would be 35% of actual annual expenses of average of last 
three years. 

Question: Current prudent reserve. Response: Fixed amount of $7,000. Would be inadequate 
to meet operating expenses.

Comment: Much improved formula from past. 

Question: What does prudent reserve mean for Area? Troubled that we don’t cut expenses. 
Response: Area could cut expenses and ask for additional contributions if prudent reserve is 
too low. 

Comment: Better to use highest number (of past three years) rather than average. Adjust rolling 
average through time. Response: Average is an accounting principle. Used for proposed 
budget.

Comment against changing prudent reserve: Have rarely dipped into prudent reserve; knew it 
was going to happen before it happened and asked for contributions. We all have responsibility 
to pay attention to expenses. One year in past 10 years contributions did not meet expenses; 
had extra money in coffers. We make budget in excess of actual expenses; so no need. 

Comment: Prudent reserve has been used; history of Area is that when word goes out that 
treasury is running short, groups and district have come through. Not opposed to increasing 
prudent reserve but questioned whether this is necessary. 

Comment: In past when we dipped into prudent reserve, reduced officer allocations initially. 
25% would be better; Area has always sat on too much money.

Comment against proposal: We have too much money in the bank.


Question called and seconded.

Vote: 45 in favor; 28 opposed; 2 abstentions


Minority opinions: Committee examined and presented to address Area concerns.

Trust trusted servants of finance committee members.

Not having sufficient prudent reserve to cover quarter expenses will require that we stop 
services and activities. Calling out to groups will not necessarily bring in sufficient money to 
pay bills at time due. 

Arbitrary past way of $7,000 reserve and to call groups is not responsible or taking care of our 
own expenses. 

Prudent reserve is for when times are tough, abnormal times. 
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Spend most of our money in first part of fiscal year; should have enough to cover expenses. 
Old arbitrary number ($7,000) makes no sense. Purpose is to continue to provide services to 
alcoholics.

Finance committee did its homework and we should support this proposal.

Prudent reserve is not untouchable. Can ask for help when close to prudent reserve.

Changing prudent reserve is the right thing to do. 

Concept 12, warranty 2 support this— sufficient operating funds plus ample reserve to ensure 
we do not have any issues.


Vote whether to reconsider the proposal. Majority votes to reconsider.


Discussion on proposal again:

Should have prudent reserve to fall back on hard times.

Area is holding onto too much money; keep $20,000 plus $7,000.

Don’t operate based on fear.

No action we take today is binding on Area down the road. Amount proposed seems 
excessive, however we need to take time to have experience and employ it for a period of time. 
If down the road we find we do not need this large a figure we can adjust it.

Infrequency of using prudent reserve. 

Have extra money now; this is the time to save it because we may not ever have a surplus 
again. Prepare now for what can happen in the future. $7,000 is completely incapable of 
meeting budgeted expenses.

$7,000 is not feasible. Taking average and using percentage makes sense.

GSO has not had one year expenses in reserve.

Area retains too much money.

Proposal moves toward financial reality. Area carries surplus and has given some away to GSO. 

Come up with lower number by eliminating anticipated expenses. 

Group level contributions to Area have been drying up because of money Area is holding. 


Vote:  41 for, 27 against, 2 abstentions

Proposal fails.


Meeting closed at 2:59 pm after reciting Responsibility Pledge.


Respectfully submitted,


Louise R.

Area 48 Secretary 
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